In his 1979 paper titled 'The Introduction of Greek Medicine into Tibet in the Seventh and Eighth Centuries', Christopher Beckwith brought to the attention of scholars the mention of 'Galenos' in Tibetan medical histories.[^2^](#fnr2){ref-type="fn"} In this article, which has been widely cited in secondary literature,[^3^](#fnr3){ref-type="fn"} Beckwith discussed four Tibetan medical histories dealing with the origins of medical knowledge in Tibet. In one of these accounts, the earliest of the four, dating to the sixteenth century, the following account is found: "As for the beginning of the appearance of medicine in Tibet, to begin with there were just some bits of knowledge about nutrition. Later the Chinese consort, brought the \[text\] called *The Great Medical Treatise* \[*Sman dpyad chen mo*\], which was translated by the monks (ho shang) Mahadeva and Dharmakosa. Then, three doctors were invited, from India -- Bharadvāja, from China -- Hen-weng-hang-de and from Khrom of Stag-gzigs, Galenos. They translated much from their individual schools. Jointly they compiled the seven-volume text called the *Weapon of the Fearless* \[*Mi 'jigs pa'i mtshon cha*\].[^4^](#fnr4){ref-type="fn"}"

The author of the text, Pawo Tsuglag (Dpa' bo gtsug lag, 1504--1566), also adds that it was Galenos who 'stayed \[in Tibet\] as royal physician'.[^5^](#fnr5){ref-type="fn"} Galenos' stay is a point which is further emphasised by the seventeenth-century author Sangye Gyatso (Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho), who adds the following details: "The king gave gifts to the Indian and the Chinese physicians, and they departed for their own countries. Galenos remained as the royal physician. He stayed mainly in Lhasa and is known for his numerous compositions and commentaries. It is said that, having taken a wife, he had three sons\....[^6^](#fnr6){ref-type="fn"}"

The three later Tibetan sources quoted by Beckwith -- dating to the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries -- locate the visit of these three medical authorities more specifically at the time of the Tibetan King Songtsen Gampo \[Srong btsan sgam po\] of the seventh century -- whose reign marks the beginning of recorded history in Tibet. They thus present us with a history of Tibetan medicine, which was formulated in its initial stages as a synthesis of Greek, Chinese and Indian medical systems.[^7^](#fnr7){ref-type="fn"}

These sources raise a host of fascinating questions. Although Beckwith discussed a number of them, many important questions remained open. Following up on Beckwith's groundbreaking work, I was interested, to begin with, in the general contextualisation of these cultural connections.

Traces of Galenic Medicine in Early Tibetan Medicine {#us1}
====================================================

My initial question was: could Greco-Arab medicine have arrived in Tibet during the time of the Tibetan empire (seventh to ninth centuries)?

The 'Islam and Tibet' project[^8^](#fnr8){ref-type="fn"} provided the necessary context for understanding some important aspects of this cultural background and gave an affirmative answer to this question.[^9^](#fnr9){ref-type="fn"} Yes, there is sufficient evidence of cultural connections between Tibet and the Islamic world from the eighth century onwards to suggest that such transfer of knowledge could have occurred.

The question which then followed was: can we find any traces of Galenic medical knowledge in early Tibetan medicine? The answer to this question was affirmative too. Particularly in the area of urine analysis, I found remarkable similarities between an early Tibetan medical text and Ibn Sı¯na's *Canon of Medicine* \[*Qānūn fı¯ al-ṭibb*\]. In a study dealing with musk, a Tibetan substance well known in Arabic literature from the eighth century, both for perfumery and as a medical substance, we also found many similarities in prescriptions.[^10^](#fnr10){ref-type="fn"}

Given that my findings concerning urine analysis have not been readily available beyond Tibetological circles, I will briefly summarise them here.[^11^](#fnr11){ref-type="fn"} I focused on the urine analysis section as it is discussed in the *Medical Method of the Lunar King* \[*Sman dpyad zla ba'i rgyal po*, also known as *Somarāja*\], one of the earliest extant Tibetan medical texts, dating to somewhere between the eighth and the twelfth centuries.[^12^](#fnr12){ref-type="fn"} Tibetan medical historians have argued at length on the question of whether the text originated from India or from China. When analysing this text, however, one can see some features that are found neither in Indian nor in Chinese medical systems. One such distinct feature is the inclusion of urine analysis as a general diagnostic tool. Having studied a number of urine analysis texts, I found the urine analysis section in the *Medical Method of the Lunar King* remarkably similar both in content and in structure to the urine analysis section in Ibn Sı¯na's *Canon of Medicine*. I have also found a number of loan-words from Arabic and Persian in the *Medical Method of the Lunar King*, and have reached the conclusion that these two texts share some common tradition.[^13^](#fnr13){ref-type="fn"} The main problem with the *Medical Method of the Lunar King* as a source of information on the formative stages of Tibetan medicine, however, is that the text as we have it today has undergone a process of editing, the extent and dating of which is undeterminable.

Evidence from the Tibetan Medical Manuscripts of Dunhuang {#uss1}
---------------------------------------------------------

Another group of sources, which could help us to tackle the question of the foreign influence during the formative stages of Tibetan medicine, is the set of the Tibetan medical manuscripts from Dunhuang. These manuscripts were discovered at the beginning of the twentieth century in the walled-up 'cave library' in Dunhuang, present-day Gansu Province in western China. Dunhuang was formerly an important town on the Silk Roads, at the centre of a hub of international trade routes of the ancient world. The 'cave library', which contained tens of thousands of manuscripts, was sealed in the early eleventh century for reasons which are still being debated by scholars.[^14^](#fnr14){ref-type="fn"} The manuscripts have been dispersed among libraries in Paris, London, St Petersburg, Tokyo, Beijing and elsewhere.[^15^](#fnr15){ref-type="fn"} Although Chinese is the most important language of the Dunhuang collection, there are also many documents in Tibetan, Sogdian, Khotanese, Sanskrit and Uighur.[^16^](#fnr16){ref-type="fn"} The Dunhuang manuscripts are of enormous significance for Buddhist, Central Asian and Chinese history. Their significance for the history of medicine and history of science has only recently begun to be explored.[^17^](#fnr17){ref-type="fn"} Being in manuscript form, they have the benefit of not having been edited, thus allowing a glimpse into the formative stage of Tibetan medicine, the period to which our Tibetan medical histories refer.

There are only a few Tibetan medical manuscripts in the collection: three manuscripts (PT 127, PT 1058, PT 1044) deal with moxibustion, one on *materia medica* (IOL Tib J 756) and two general ones (IOL Tib J 1246 and PT 1057).[^18^](#fnr18){ref-type="fn"} We have relatively little to go by, but there is still sufficient material to make a number of important points.[^19^](#fnr19){ref-type="fn"} There are many similarities -- though also some differences -- to Chinese moxibustion texts as found in Dunhuang.

We can find references to Indian influence. The colophon of PT 1044 points, for example, towards India as a source for medical knowledge, saying: 'This type of method comes from the land of the king of India.'[^20^](#fnr20){ref-type="fn"}

Several connections with the west can also be detected: PT 127, for example, includes three references to locations to the west of Tibet: Persia (ta zig), Turkic (dru gu) lands and Zhang Zhung, referring probably in the Dunhuang context to a kingdom situated to the northwest or north of Tibet. The reference to Persia appears as a source of paper, saying: 'If there is bleeding from the nose, use paper from Persia.'[^21^](#fnr21){ref-type="fn"} The mention of the Turkic lands refers to bloodletting, saying: '\[T\]he Turkic (dru gu) method \[using\] iron for cautery and bloodletting (? sur phug)[^22^](#fnr22){ref-type="fn"} is also suitable.'[^23^](#fnr23){ref-type="fn"}

We also find some foreign names of *materia medica* deriving probably from Persian or Arabic, such as a mention of theriac (Tib.: dar ya kan)[^24^](#fnr24){ref-type="fn"} and mentions of camphor. The different forms of the word for camphor -- Tib.: ga phor, ka phor and ga phur -- mark it as a loan-word, and these spellings link it with the Persian or Arabic form of the word. It is also the case with the spelling of another *materia medica* Tibetan loan-word in the Dunhuang mss.: kur-kum, referring to saffron.[^25^](#fnr25){ref-type="fn"}

Another interesting point -- which requires further research -- is the notion of phlegm, *bad kan* in Tibetan. A notion which is fundamental to Tibetan medicine, that of the three *nyes pa*, usually translated as the 'three humours', of wind, bile and phlegm, does not appear as such in the Tibetan manuscripts from Dunhuang.[^26^](#fnr26){ref-type="fn"} What we do find in the moxibustion manuals are many references to wind (*rlung*) as the main cause of illness. Bile and phlegm -- each mentioned only once -- also appear as a source of illness.[^27^](#fnr27){ref-type="fn"} The form of the Tibetan word for phlegm -- *peken* (*bad kan*, or as in the Dunhuang ms: *bas kan*) -- is interesting as it seems to be derived from Persian or Arabic.[^28^](#fnr28){ref-type="fn"} The loan-word for phlegm, then, might be a further trace of knowledge transfer from the west.

Looking in post-Dunhuang sources -- both before the standardisation of Tibetan medicine as it is formulated in the *Four Tantras* \[*Rgyud bzi*\],[^29^](#fnr29){ref-type="fn"} in texts such as the above-mentioned *Medical Method of the Lunar King* \[*Sman dpyad zla ba'i rgyal po*\] and the *Biji Book* \[*Bi ji pu ti kha ser*\], as well as in the *Four Tantras* themselves, one finds a significant Indian basis, various important Chinese inputs -- and some Galenic input. The greater part of the physiological, pathological and pharmaceutical principles are derived from Indic medical notions. The Chinese input includes pulse diagnosis, moxibustion, many of the ideas linking micro- and macro-cosmos, the concepts of the five vital organs and the six hollow organs. The Galenic input includes diagnosis through urine.

All of this, however, does not quite add up to a 'meta-narrative' in which Galen settles in Lhasa and establishes a lineage and family, but rather brings us to the conclusion that both in the formative and the mature/classical periods of Tibetan medicine, the Galenic influence is clearly secondary to that deriving from India and China. How then should we understand the primary position given to Galenos in our Tibetan medical histories?

One important text for further examining this question is one of the earliest extant Tibetan-language medical histories, by Che rje zhang ston zhig po, dated to the early thirteenth century. It was not available to Beckwith at the time of his study in the 1970s. This text, recently studied by Dan Martin, sets medical knowledge within what it terms as 'The Seven Schools' \[*lugs bdun*\], referring to both divine and human realms.[^30^](#fnr30){ref-type="fn"} Within the human realm, the list refers to medical systems from: India, Kashmir, Urgyan (in present-day Pakistan), Nepal \[*bal po*\], Arabo-Persia \[*stag gzig*\], Dol po, Uighur \[*hor*\], Tangut/ Xixia \[*me nyag*\]; Khotanese \[*li*\]; Byzantine \[*phrom*\]; Chinese and Tibetan.[^31^](#fnr31){ref-type="fn"} Although the text discusses specific names -- Tsan pa shi la ha and Urbaya -- as doctors who originated from somewhere in the Arabo-Persian--Byzantine world -- there is no mention of Galenos. Also -- significantly -- no preference is given to one system over another.[^32^](#fnr32){ref-type="fn"}

Perhaps then, the appearance of Galenos in Tibetan historical narratives of the sixteenth century and the prominence which is given to him at that time reflects the period of these texts' composition more than the period which the texts presumably describe?

The knowledge of Galen at this point in Tibet could have come via numerous routes. Galen, or rather Galenic medicine, was by this time established, or at least well known, in most cultures surrounding Tibet, for example among the Mughals of India, the Jews and Muslims of Central Asia, as well as western missionaries and Christians of the Eastern Church ('Nestorians') in China and Central Asia. I will briefly raise here some points relevant to the Christians of the Eastern Church and to Mughal India.

The Eastern Church in Central and East Asia {#us2}
===========================================

We have evidence of the presence of members of the Church of the East,[^33^](#fnr33){ref-type="fn"} in Central and East Asia from at least the eighth century.[^34^](#fnr34){ref-type="fn"} Following the persecution of the Christians of the Church of the East in Persia, many of them fled to Central Asia. We know, for example, that Kashgar and Samarkand were important centres of the Church of the East from the eighth to the tenth centuries.[^35^](#fnr35){ref-type="fn"} Indeed, in the Turfan expeditions carried out by Grünwedel and von le Coq in the early twentieth century, many Christian texts in Syriac and in Sogdian were found.

Recent studies have provided extensive detail on Eastern Christianity in Tang China, in Dunhuang and in Turfan.[^36^](#fnr36){ref-type="fn"} According to Chinese, Arabic, Syriac and Latin sources, members of the Church of the East were active in China predominantly in two waves: the first was during the Tang Dynasty. A strong re-emergence came in the thirteenth century during the Mongol period, to which we shall return below.

In Dunhuang, the extensive evidence for Christian presence comes from Tang dynasty Chinese sources.[^37^](#fnr37){ref-type="fn"} Li Tang has recently enhanced our knowledge of Christian presence and influence in Central Asia through her examination of Chinese Christian documents from Dunhuang.

Other evidence linking the Church of the East with Tibet includes Syriac letters from the Patriarch Timothy I referring to Tibet[^38^](#fnr38){ref-type="fn"} and Eastern Church monuments from peripheral Tibet.[^39^](#fnr39){ref-type="fn"} There are also two Nestorian references in the Tibetan manuscripts from Dunhunag, including a mention of '*Jesus, the messiah*' and a drawing which appears to be a Nestorian cross,[^40^](#fnr40){ref-type="fn"} although we probably need to be cautious not to read too much into this cross.

Did these Eastern Christians bring any medical knowledge with them to central Asia? While the importance of the role of the Nestorians in the transmission of medical knowledge in western Asia is well known,[^41^](#fnr41){ref-type="fn"} their role in the transmission of medical knowledge into central and eastern Asia has received hardly any attention to date. Medical texts in Syriac from the ninth to tenth centuries have been found at Turfan, another Silk Road site.[^42^](#fnr42){ref-type="fn"} In Bulayiq in the oasis of Turfan, an east Syrian monastery has been found. To date, only a small sample of the monastery's four hundred to five hundred Syriac texts have been published.[^43^](#fnr43){ref-type="fn"} One important advance, however, has recently been made by Professor Sims-Williams, who, in a paper presented in the *Turfan Forum on Old Languages of the Silk Road* in Turfan in October 2010 and in a paper which was published in the *Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies*, has been able to demonstrate that the medical fragments from Turfan, which he has translated, reflect medical knowledge which is also attested to in the so-called *Syriac Book of Medicines*.[^44^](#fnr44){ref-type="fn"} As has been pointed out by Pormann and Savage-Smith, although the date of the final compilation of the *Syriac* *Book of Medicines* is still unclear, the text contains much material dating to the sixth and seventh centuries.[^45^](#fnr45){ref-type="fn"}

Christians and Medical Knowledge During the Mongol Empire {#uss2}
---------------------------------------------------------

The prominence of Eastern Christians and of their medical knowledge in central Asia became particularly significant at the time of the Mongol Empire. Khubilai Khan, himself a son of a Christian mother (Sorkaktani), employed a Christian physician as his personal doctor. Rashı¯d al-Dı¯n, the court-physician turned minister of the Mongol Ilkhanid court, tells us that this Nestorian physician was known as Īsā the Translator.[^46^](#fnr46){ref-type="fn"} Īsā's Chinese biography indicates that he was born in Fu-lin, the Chinese transcription of Rum, the equivalent of what the Tibetan sources referred to above call Khrom, ie. Byzantium. After a particularly successful career as the Khan's personal physician, he later became a central figure in the medical establishment of the Mongol Empire. He set up the Islamic Medical Bureau (Guanghui) in the main Mongol capital (in what later became Beijing) and later became head of this bureau. He also went as medical envoy to Ilkhanid Iran in the mid-1280s and was back in China by 1287. It appears that while in Iran he met his local colleague, Rashı¯d al-Dı¯n.[^47^](#fnr47){ref-type="fn"}

Meanwhile, in Mughal India {#uss3}
--------------------------

Islamic medicine came to India with the Moslem conquerors and migrations in the twelfth century and was later established at the Mughal courts in the sixteenth century. In his autobiography, the Fifth Dalai Lama (1617/82) tells us how in 1675 he brought to his court a physician from India known for his expertise in cataract surgery.

This physician, Manaho, is accredited with a work on ophthalmology preserved in the Tibetan Tanjur \[*bstan 'gyur*\], the part of the Tibetan Buddhist canon composed primarily of various commentarial works.[^48^](#fnr48){ref-type="fn"} The Tibetan title of this short work on the treatment of eye diseases, translated in the Potala by Lhun grub, is *Opening the Eyes to See* \[*Mig 'byed mthong ba*\]. The preface to the text says that the author was a physician of the Indian Shah Jahan and that he came from the country of Paripura. This location is yet to be identified, but according to Dan Martin, Paripura may indicate a link with Persia.[^49^](#fnr49){ref-type="fn"} The Fifth Dalai Lama tells us that Manaho taught the art of cataract surgery to a local Tibetan physician, who later performed a successful operation on the Fifth Dalai Lama himself.[^50^](#fnr50){ref-type="fn"} An analysis of this interesting text, and a comparison with Islamic ophthalmology of the time, should yield interesting data with which we could further our understanding of the transmission of ophthalmological knowledge in this period.

As discussed by Janet Gyatso, this episode is part of the Fifth Dalai Lama's active efforts to seek out medical experts from abroad, not only for his own well-being but also with a view of broadening Tibetan medicine's repertoire of diagnostic, therapeutic, surgical and pharmacological tools.

The person who most likely oversaw the invitation of this foreign physician, along with other physicians from neighbouring countries, was the Fifth Dalai Lama's regent, Sangye Gyatso. His crucial role in systematising Tibetan medicine needs to be seen in conjunction with his composition of his seminal seventeenth century text on the history of Tibetan medicine. It is in his text on the history of Tibetan medicine that the story on Galenos staying in Lhasa elaborated above is found.

Making Sense of Sixteenth-Century Tibetan Medical Histories {#uss4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

With all this in mind, we can now return to the narrative on Galenos with which we began. This text on how medicine began in Tibet appears in Pawo Tsuglag's \[Dpa' bo gtsug lag\] sixteenth-century history, the *Scholar's Delight* \[*Mkhas pa'i dga' ston*\]. This enormous work -- the 1986 Chinese printed edition of it includes over 1500 pages -- shows a remarkable acquaintance with neighbouring peoples and cultures. The genre of the work is that of 'religious history' \[*chos 'byung*\]. Like numerous similar works of this genre, the focus of this work is the history of Buddhism in India and Tibet. Pawo Tsuglag contextualises this history within a general description of the world and his detailed accounts on India and Tibet are followed by accounts on the history of Khotan, ancient China, recent China, the Tanguts, and Mongolia. Indeed, this work is considered to be one of the most well-informed Tibetan sources on the Mongol period. The last part is a kind of 'History of Science' text, dealing with the five classical fields of Buddhist knowledge -- medicine being one of them -- and the way they spread. It is in this section that the narrative, quoted above, appears.

In another section of this work, within his discussion of the influence of Tibetan lamas in the Mongol court, we are supplied with an indication that Pawo Tsuglag was aware of the Nestorian presence in the Mongol court. The Tibetan word he uses, a loan-word, is *er ka un*. This word seems to be derived from the Greek word *arkōn* \[![](S002572731200021X_inline1.jpg)\], meaning 'the ruling one' or 'an abbot'. According to Paul Buell, who commented on this word in 1968, this form of the word came to the Tibetan via Sogdian and Middle Mongolian.[^51^](#fnr51){ref-type="fn"} In Mongolian the word for Christian is *erke'ün*. Although Paul Pelliot did not support the Greek source of the word, he pointed out that in Persian it is transcribed as ärkäwün ![](S002572731200021X_inline2.jpg).[^52^](#fnr52){ref-type="fn"} The apparent path of this word -- from Greek -- possibly via Syriac -- to Sogdian (possibly via Middle Persian) -- to Mongolian -- and Tibetan -- gives us an indication of a possible way this word could have taken its path in relation to medical knowledge.

Galenos' Colleagues {#us3}
===================

Returning to the quotes with which we began, we ought to also have a closer look at the two other physicians who allegedly came to Lhasa with Galenos. The accounts mention a Chinese physician and an Indian one. Who are these two colleagues of Galenos?

Beckwith identified the Chinese one as the Yellow Emperor, and the Indian one as Bharadhvāja. The Yellow Emperor is known in the Chinese tradition as the origin of medical knowledge. Bharadhvāja is described in the opening chapter of the *Carakasamhitā* as the member of the assembly of sages who approaches Indra requesting his help in removing illnesses which had befallen humankind. Bharadhvāja's request is granted by Indra, who transmits medical knowledge to him. Bharadhvāja then disseminates this knowledge to other sages. Bharadhvāja is also mentioned in other Indian medical treatises, as well as in the Vedic literature, the epics and the Purānas.[^53^](#fnr53){ref-type="fn"} Both the Chinese and the Indian physicians are *mythical* figures. The point that Galen is sharing his knowledge-transmission role with two mythical figures is worth pondering on. How should we interpret the historical role of 'Galen' in this context?

This sort of juxtaposition is nothing new to the genre of the religious history \[*chos 'byung*\] to which Pawo Tsuglag's narrative belongs. When dealing with Tibetan historiography,[^54^](#fnr54){ref-type="fn"} western scholars have noted it to be essentially of 'hagiographical and mythical' form,[^55^](#fnr55){ref-type="fn"} containing -- what some scholars have termed -- 'a lack of distinction between reality and fiction' at least in the way we assume them to be defined in western-based scholarship.[^56^](#fnr56){ref-type="fn"} A clear-cut distinction between, so-called, 'historical truth' and 'fiction' may prove to be not only impossible to delineate, but also unfruitful for understanding the Tibetan sources. One common 'methodology' for treating such accounts has been to strip what is presented as historical account from what is judged to be, in western eyes, implausible events. The late Michael Aris has pointed out that what in western eyes are termed 'mythical' events constitute a fundamental part of Tibetan life.[^57^](#fnr57){ref-type="fn"} Geshe Samdhong Rinpoche, one of Tibet's most learned lamas, and formerly the Prime Minister of the Tibetan Government in Exile, writes in his foreword to another *chos 'byung* text, Tāranātha's *History of Buddhism in India* (1608): "When I walk on snow-laden paths of hills my each footprint appears clear, deep and distinct through which I can trace my path back without effort. But after a while due to wind and fresh snowfall all traces of my footsteps are wiped out in the snow. The residue is what sticks to my imagination. It is the same with the study of history .......\[T\]he logic of today recalling the events of past times with indecisive evidences must surely be inaccurate in many different ways.The line of demarcation between history and legend is too thin to observe while writing: the two overlap each other unconsciously and unknowingly.'[^58^](#fnr58){ref-type="fn"}"

Samdhong Rinpoche is directing us towards a more careful reading of our sources. The task in front of us is a difficult one, particularly since we stand, as Matthew Kapstein beautifully described it, in front of a hall of mirrors: "\[T\]he study of early medieval Tibet may be compared without much exaggeration to the view from one end of a great hall of mirrors: there is little basis initially for determining which of the many reflections one perceives actually originate from the opposite end of the hall, which only reveal persons and objects situated in the intervening corridor, which are just optical illusions, and, finally, which are in fact the observer's own reflection coming back upon himself.[^59^](#fnr59){ref-type="fn"}"

Such a state of affairs, as Kapstein notes, is not unique to the study of Tibet, but other difficulties *are* unique to Tibet: "The far end appears to be closed off by a curtain, which, so far as we can tell from our vantage point, is translucent and at the same time reflective, with several small gaps through which some parts of the enclosed hallway may be seen. Among other things, we can discern that, in the area immediately behind the curtain, all the mirrors are shattered. The curtain, perhaps, was set in place by an architectural restoration firm that was never able to complete its work....\[T\]he far end of the corridor is the history of the early medieval Tibetan empire; the rubble partially visible behind the curtain is the original documentation that survives -- above all, the Dunhuang Tibetan manuscripts and the Central Tibetan Pillar inscriptions; the curtain is woven of the great historical myths of the early empire that were elaborated in the centuries following its collapse, and that established the patterns that would dominate all later Tibetan historiography; its translucency represents the incorporation within these myths of authentically ancient traditions; while its reflectivity represents the distinctive perspective of the postimperial period during which they were redacted.[^60^](#fnr60){ref-type="fn"}"

Conclusion {#us4}
==========

Kapstein's allegory of the hall of mirrors provides us with a framework with which we can interpret the sources and data I presented above. While there is good reason to believe that trickles of western medicine came into Tibet from its formative stages around the eighth century, based on the 'bits of rubble' which we have from this period, ie. the few original sources, we really cannot speak of a 'Tibetan adoption of Greek medicine' in the seventh and eighth centuries, as many authors have referred to it. It seems rather that the key role given to Galenic medicine was transposed during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries back into the days of the Tibetan Empire, for reasons which are probably more reflective of the period of the composition of these histories than of their object of reflection.

Initial work for this paper was conducted during my Wellcome Trust fellowship 'Himalayan Melange' based at the Wellcome Trust Centre for the History of Medicine at UCL. Additional research was conducted during my Wellcome Trust funded project, 'Re-Orienting Ancient Medicine', based at Goldsmiths. I delivered a version of this paper at the workshop*Medicine and Classicism in Comparative Perspective*, organised by David Arnold and Peter Pormann and hosted by the Warburg Institute, in November2009. I would like to thank Dan Martin and the two anonymous readers of this article for their very valuable comments on a previous version of this paper, and for Chris Beckwith for his inspirational work.
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